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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

Report No. 50-443/84-16

Docket No. 50-443

License No. CPPR-135 Priority Category- B-

Licensee: Public Service Company of New Hampshire
P. O. Box 330
Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

Facility Name: Seabrook Station, Unit 1

Inspection At: Seabrook, New Hampshire

Inspection Conducted: October 29 - November 2, 1984

Inspectors: % ///Z 9/8 ')
E. H. Gray, Lead Rea ngineer ' date

f sh . ant }| - 2C)- 64
4M Grant, Reactor Engineer date

Approved by: oz(AAv MM I // 7..

J. P. Durr, Chief / 4 fate'
Materials and Processes Section

Inspection Summary: Inspection on October 29 to November 2, 1984
(Report Number 50-443/84-16)

Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced inspection of licensee and contractor
activities in repair of reactor pressure vessel nozzle to safe end welds,
review of selected welding procedures, welder performance qualification and ,

observation of welding and welded components. The inspection included 63 hours
on site by two region based inspectors.

Results: No violations were identified.
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! DETAILS
: 2 ,, ,

g 11.. -Person Contacted-

<

ENew' Hampshire' Yankee (NHY)
>

*L'J. Azzopardi,-QA Engineer- 4

' !* F. Bean,1QA Engineer
,

*- G. Kann, STD: ~

-

>

-_J. Marchi, SQCM~*
'- :* DG.iMc Donald, Const.-QA Manager-

*'~W.:Middleton,=QAS
'*' M. Ossing, Engineer'

. .

- '*- J. Singleton, QA Special Project _ Manager
i -
~

'

Yankee Atomic'(YAEC)
:

* :R''Jeffery,' PSI ~ Coordinator.

R. Julian,' QA Engineer - Radiographer
L :J. McArdle, ISI Supervisor

W. Monteith, FQAE*'

* -P. Oikle, Acting Manager-Audits, QA Engineer-
J. Peterson,;QA Engineer-*

Westinghouse' Nuclear Operations Division (WN00)

S.'Boggs, Veld Engineer,

R. Hopkins, Construction Services Group Supervisor .

'E. Luksich, QC' Level III '

pa' -E. Torpey, Weld Engineer-Welder--

b Kemper (ASME CODE Inspection Agency)
~

L~ K. Golosh, Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI)
P. Nightengale, ANI Supervisor

Pullman - Higgins (p-H)
,

D. Kelly, QA Engineer - Welding

* attendees at exit meeting

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed)_ Unresolved Item (443/84-01-03) on the method of updating welder
| qualifications by~ establishing the welder has used the welding process-

during the ASME Code time intervals. The inspector reviewed revisions 9
L and-10 of'the weld monitoring procedure and examined portions of the P-H

,

log of welder monitorings. The present practice is to update welder
| qualifications on the basis of actual welding done, thereby preventing
c
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an inadvertent updating where.the welder withdrew weld electrode but for
some reason did not actually weld. The documentation of extension of a>

second weld process for 3 additional months on the basis of welding with
another process as permitted by the ASME Code, Section IX was reviewed.
This documentation method was found adequate to prevent extension of the
. welders qualification for the second process beyond the six months
specified in the ASME Code. This unresolved item is closed.

(0 pen)' Unresolved Item (50-443/84-12-2). The inspector noted that the
licensee had provided internal access to shop weld 8 near FW 108 on
1EX-4125-01 and had visually examined the internal surface-and edges of
shop' weld B. No rejectable conditions were observed. The reported 5/16"
radiographic indication is confirmed to be contained within the volume of
the weld. This item remains open pending disposition of the 5/16"
indication.

3. Repairs to Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Nozzle to Safe End Welds

YAEC Deficiency Report No. 705 identifies two unacceptable radiographic
indications revealed during preservice inspection (PSI) informational
radiography. The indication size, location and nozzle to safe end iden-
tifications are shown in Table 3.1. Evaluation of PSI ultrasonic indica-
tions as reported in the Nuclear Energy Services (NES) letter reference
5562-157_ dated August 24, 1984 to Mr. J. DeVincentis, YAEC, identified one
indication exceeding the ASME Code Section XI allowable size. Details of
the location and nozzle identification for this ultrasonic indication are
shown in the following table.

TABLE 3.1

| Shop Weld | PSI Weld | Defect | Defect |Documenta- |
|Identift- | Identification | Description | Location
| cation | |

'

| tion |
| |

| | | | |
|302-121-A |1-SB-RV-SE-302-1218 |1" Elongated |0.D. @ 10-1 |D.R. 705 |
| | | | | |
|302-121-D |1-SB-RV-SE-302-121G |1 " Elongated |0.D. 9 10-1 |0.R. 705 |
| | | I I I.336
|302-121-B |1-SB-RV-SE-302-121C la/t= .8 |ID 0.85.1' |LTR 8/24/84|

The inspector examined records, documentation, plans and procedures
pertaining to defect location and repair. Observations were made of the
work in progress including nondestructive examinations (NDE). Comparisons
were made between inspection observations and the ASME Code, Sections III,
IX and XI as applicable. The inspection scope is outlined below.

Review Radiographs - Shop and Field
Compare RT tracings to nozzle layouts
Observe UT Activities

-
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Review D.R. 705
. Review portions of-PSI Document 80A6401
Evaluate Welding Procedure, Weld Procedure Qualification
Review Welder and NDE personnel qualifications

. Review traveler steps and format
- Review completed documentation package (11/15/84) -

'

No violations were identified in the above areas, although the following
problem areas were noted.

Weld procedure 3-43-SM-40 was qualified to the rules (NB4641) for--

base metal' repair but not to the _ rules for weld repair to cladding
(NB4643). The differing essential variables for these two cases
' include the required weld electrode sizes and the requirement for
baking of electrodes prior to welding. The three areas repaired did
not extend into the P3 base metal, therefore WP-3-43-SM-40 was not
required. Welding was performed to WP-8-43-SM-7 without welding to -

the P3 base metal, thereby avoiding the conflict between the ASME
Code requirements and the use of WP-3-43-SM-40 in the repair of
cladding after final post weld heat treatment.

-D.R. 705 identifies shop weld 302-1210 to be on the RC-4 loop--

rather than the RC-6 loop as shown on the RC system loop map of page
10, document 80A6394 of the PSI report.

.The FSAR indicates the reactor vessel orientation to be 90' out of--
-

phase with the site containment azimuth, so that caution must be used
.when reporting RPV items by angular orientation. .The PSI reactor
vessel map and PSI system loop map were noted to be in conformance
with the FSAR RPV azimuth designations.

The shop weld identifications and PSI weld identifications are--

different from each other but sufficiently similar to easily cause a
problem when comparing shop weld NDE ir.tormation to PSI results. A
clarification by listing the applicable identification for each nozzle
was in preparation by the licensee prior to completion of this inspection.
This safe end weld identification matrix was reviewed by the
inspector on November 20, 1984 and when included with appropriate
PSI data should clarify comparisons between inservice inspection
results and shop NDE information.

Inspection followup for completion of repair welding is contained in
IR 50-443/84-17 by the site NRC resident inspectors.

No violations were identified.

4. Observation of Welding and Welding Activities
.

The inspector examined a sample of welding on piping and pipe supports,
reviewed documentation, observed welding and control of welding including
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issue of _ weld materials,.and established that weldars were qualified per
the ASME Code, Section IX rules. Piping' weld activity was compared to
the~ ASME Code Section III.or ANSI B31.1 requirements and pipe supports to
the ASME Code, Subsection NF. The' sample included:

- '1RC-89-1-2501 1" x 3/4" FW0010, F018-and F021 -

CBS-1216-RG-4 weld'F0401 (Hanger)
RC 80-SG-04, FW26 Hanger on Pressurizer Piping
RC-15RG-17 Hanger Dwg M800015S
Hanger Owg 1503-SG-1 for line to RCP at -4' Elv.

No violations were identified.

5. Pullman - Higgins (P-H) Welding Procedure Review

In conjunction with welding activities being conducted at Unit One, the
inspector requested four Pullman-Higgins' Weld Procedure Specifications
(WPS) and associated Procedure Qualification Reports (PQR). The
inspector reviewed the essential and nonessential variables as they
pertain to ASME Section IX requirements. The following were reviewed:

WPS Revision PQR Welding Process
463-III-1/A514-BR-2 00,8/11/83 463 SMAW
26-III-8-0B-2 06,10/13/84 104A SMAW
225-III-3-08-1 00,10/11/82 225 GTAW
IT8-III-1-BR-2 08,12/05/83 34A/348 SMAW

The inspector noted that all required variables were addressed adequately.

No violations were identified.

The inspector also reviewed the latest P-H Consolidated Welding Parameters
(latest revision: 8/10/84), which is a listing of weld parameters
directly affecting the welder, i.e. process polarity, filler material,
amperage, voltage, travel speed and number of passes. This list provides
the welder a quick reference, rather than having to refer back to the WPS
for those particular parameters. The inspector, therefore, reviewed this
document to ensure .that the parameters of WPS's 463-III-1/A514-BR-2,
26-III-8-08-2, 225-III-3-0B-1, and IT8-III-1-BR-2 were correctly reflected
in this list, and found that the list adequately reflected these WPS's.

No violations were identified.

6. Quality Assurance (QA)

The involvement of the QA function on the vessel nozzle rep:f r was
evident in the areas of preparation prior to site work, presence during
defect location and repair and review of documentation. Supplementing i
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fthe specific QA activity, NDE specialists of both the licensee and
contractor, including radiographic and ultrasonic personnel and supervisors

~

of the PSI program, were at the site and involved in the repair _ sequence.

7. Exit Meetings-

The inspectors met with licensee representatives, itsted.in paragraph 1,
at the conclusion of the inspection to summarize the scope and' findings
of _ the-inspection.'' At no time during this inspection was written material
provided to the licensee by the inspectors.
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